Dynamic behavior of signal transmission through metal complexes
Introduction
Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) device [1] , which utilizes two degenerate states of metal dots "0" and "1" (Figure 1(a) ) for operation, is one of next-generation devices which have been actively studied [2] . The QCA devices such as an AND logic gate (Figure 1(b) ) and a signal transmission wire (Figure 1(c) ) are expected to achieve a dramatic saving of energy and an increase in processing speed of computing since these devices are free from a current flow.
The success of several QCA device operations has been already reported [3, 4] . For improvement in operation temperature and size of the devices, however, the idea of molecular quantum-dot cellular automata (molecular QCA) devices [5] , in which a QCA cell constructed from small metallic dots is replaced by a single molecule, was proposed. Syntheses of tetranuclear complexes [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and simplified dinuclear complexes [11, 12] , and single-molecule observation of the dinuclear complexes [13, 14] have been investigated for the realization of molecular QCA devices. Also, theoretical simulations of QCA devices have been reported by many research groups [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . However, the capacity of molecular QCA devices for molecular computing is still open.
Very recently, I have proposed the simple method for an analysis of dynamic behavior of QCA devices, taking Creutz-Taube complexes [L 5 Ru-BL-RuL 5 ] 5+ (BL=pyrazine, 4,4'-bipyridine, L=NH 3 ) as examples [22] . Using this method, main properties concerning the signal transmission such as the signal period T , the signal amplitude A, and the signal transmission time t st ( Figure 2) In the present work, the proposed method [22] is applied to the simulation and analysis of metal dependence of signal transmission behavior through molecular QCA, taking [
Ru, Os, BL=pyrazine, 4,4'-bipyridine, L=NH 3 ) as simplified models of the molecular QCA. Metal dependence of signal transmission is then discussed from the viewpoint of MO and the validity of the proposed method is also confirmed. . Simplified two site model of QCA cell and schematic picture of signal transmission between two units, unit 1 (U1) and unit 2 (U2). A, T , and t st are the signal amplitude, the signal period, and the signal transmission time, respectively.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, computational model and method are shortly presented. The method for time evolution of the Mulliken charge [23] is briefly explained. In section 3, dynamic responses of molecular QCA cell upon the switch (q = +0.5 e → q = −0.5 e), that corresponds to one-electron injection to the input, are calculated based on the density functional theory (DFT). In section 4, dynamic properties of molecular QCA cell are discussed from the viewpoint of MOs and orbital energies. Finally, this work is summarized in section 5.
Computational

Model
5+ , shown in Figure 3 are selected to understand the metal dependence of signal transmission through the molecular QCA cell. Metals (M) of the complexes are selected as Fe, Ru, and Os. Bridging ligand (BL) of the complexes is pyrazine (py) or 4,4'-bipyridine (bpy), and ligand (L) is NH 3 . Total charge of the whole molecule is +5, excluding the input point charge q. These molecules are well-known as mixed-valence complexes such as Creutz-Taube complexes [24, 25] . Point charge q placed parallel to M-N BL axis at a distance of r q−M = 10Å from the M atom is used as an input to the complexes. Upon the switch of input, point charge is suddenly changed from +0.5 e to −0.5 e. Unit 1 (U1) is constructed from one M atom near to the input plus five NH 3 ligands, and unit 2 (U2) is constructed from one M atom far from the input plus five NH 3 ligands. 
Method
The method for time evolution of unit charge has been already shown in my previous paper [22] , so that the method is briefly explained here. In initial and final stationary states, the following one-electron equations
are satisfied, where h, |ψ n ⟩, and ε n denote one-electron Hamiltonian, nth MO, and nth orbital energy, respectively. Superscripts "i" and "f" mean initial stationary state when q = +0.5 e and final stationary state when q = −0.5 e, respectively. Expanding the initial state |ψ i n ⟩ (= |ψ n (t = 0)⟩) by the complete set of |ψ f n ⟩ and adopting an approximation [22] , one electron wave function at a time t is written as
where
where S, P , ϕ µ , c jµ , ∆ε jj ′ , and t mean overlap matrix, population matrix, µth atomic orbital (AO), coefficients of µth AO of jth MO, energy gap between jth and j ′ th MOs, and time after the moment of the switch, respectively. N is constant for the whole molecule, but is time-dependent for each unit. Time-dependent Mulliken charge of unit u is defined as
where Z a is a nuclear charge of an atom a. The first summation is taken over all atoms included in unit u. The value in the braces of Equation 6 corresponds to the Mulliken charge of an atom a. All dynamic calculations were performed by the unrestricted DFT method using B3LYP functional. Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations were also checked, but detailed results are not shown in the text. Conventional basis set was used for H, C, and N atoms (6-31G(d) for C and N atoms, and 6-31G for H atoms). All-electron 3-21G basis set was used for Fe and Ru atoms, and LANL2DZ basis set and LANL2 pseudo potential were used for Ru and Os atoms. It was confirmed about Ru complexes that there is only a small difference between the results obtained by 3-21G and LANL2DZ basis sets. Therefore, the comparison between Fe(3-21G), Ru(3-21G), and Os(LANL2DZ) complexes will be valid. Geometrical optimizations and self-consistent field electronic calculations were performed by the Gaussian 03 program package [26] .
Results
Geometric Structures
Calculated geometric parameters of py and bpy complexes are shown in Table 1 , respectively. N BL , N c , and N t represent N atoms of M-BL, cis-M-NH 3 , and trans-M-NH 3 bonds, respectively. In this work, all possible symmetries (including C 1 point group) were checked in the research of the stable structures, and it was confirmed that the most stable structures have no vibrational modes with imaginary frequencies. [28] . In my previous paper [22] , bpy complexes were classified into Class III and Class II by DFT and HF methods, respectively. And it was found that signal transmission does not take place in Class II complex by HF method. Therefore, I focused only on the Class III result by DFT method in order to analysis signal transmission behavior and expand knowledge about molecular design of QCA even though the classification of bpy complex into Class III is contradict to the experimental observation. The same tendency was obtained for Fe and Os complexes in the present work. Signal transmission does not take place in Class II bpy complex by HF method (not shown in the text). Therefore, I again focus my attention on the analysis of Class III bpy complex by DFT method in order to check the validity of analysis method proposed in my previous paper [22] and to expand knowledge about QCA.
Electronic Structures
Change in the input charge from q = +0.5 e to q = −0.5 e, which corresponds to one-electron injection to the input, is considered. Figures 4 and 5 show frontier MOs and orbital energies of stationary states of py and bpy complexes before (left) and after (right) the switch of the input. Only HOMO and LUMO with β spin are shown here since other orbitals plays almost no role in signal transmission [22] . These MOs are mainly constructed from π * orbital of BL and d yz orbital of M atom. HOMOs have larger distribution on U1 when q = +0.5 e due to the coulombic attraction (See the enlarged figures in Figure 4 ). On the other hand, when q = −0.5 e, HOMOs have smaller distribution on U1 due to the coulombic repulsion. Figure 6 shows time evolution of Q 1 (t) and Q 2 (t) of py complexes after the switch of the input from q = +0.5 e to q = −0.5 e. The moment of the switch of input corresponds to t = 0. Summation of Q 1 , Q BL , and Q 2 is always exactly +5, where Q BL is the Mulliken charge of bridging ligand Q BL . Time evolution of Q BL is not shown in this paper because BL has closed-shell electronic structure and time dependence of Q BL is very small. As time flows after the switch, Q 2 decreases and Q 1 increases, namely, signal (electron) is transmitted from U1 to U2 by the coulombic repulsion.
Switching in py QCA
Signal transmission time t st , which is the time when Q 1 (t st ) = Q 2 (0) and Q 2 (t st ) = Q 1 (0), is estimated as 0.6 fs (Fe) < 0.7 fs (Os) < 1.1 fs (Ru). After the signal transmission, periodic behavior is repeated with a period (T ) of 2.0 fs (Fe) < 2.5 fs (Os) < 4.5 fs (Ru). Signal transmission time t st is 1.1 fs at the maximum. On the other hand, the period T of nuclear motion is usually several hundreds fs. Therefore, nuclear vibration will have only a small influence on the signal transmission and can be neglected. 
Mulliken Charge (e) Time (fs) Figure 7 shows time-evolution of Q 1 (t) and Q 2 (t) of bpy complexes. Signal transmission time t st is estimated as 1.4 fs (Fe) < 1.7 fs (Os) < 2.5 fs (Ru). After the signal transmission, periodic behavior is repeated with a period (T ) of 5.2 fs (Fe) < 6.3 fs (Os) < 9.3 fs (Ru). These values of T are almost twice as large as those of py complexes, and are valid considering the difference in molecular size between py and bpy bridging ligands. The values of A are estimated as 0.11 e (Os) < 0.12 e (Ru) < 0.13 e (Fe). From the viewpoints of both operation speed and signal power of QCA device, Fe complex shows good result. where
Switching in bpy QCA
Discussion
Signal Period: T
Time-dependent part of Equation 6 is extracted as
T jj ′ and A ujj ′ are the signal period and signal amplitude of unit u of the time evolution, respectively. The term −A ujj ′ cos(2πt/T jj ′ ) represents the contribution of the interaction between |ψ f j ⟩ and |ψ f j ′ ⟩ to the time evolution of Q u (t). In Table 2 Figure 4 . Therefore, the distribution of frontier orbitals of Ru complexes is strongly influenced by the switch of the input. Consequently, strongly deformed H ′ and L gives large d LH ′ (and A). About bpy complexes, simple interpretation like py complexes are a little difficult because the difference in MO coefficients between metals of bpy complexes is smaller than that of py complexes. All complexes with bpy BL have small coefficients on BL and MOs distribute mainly on the metal atoms. Thus, signal amplitude A of bpy complexes is larger than that of py complexes and the difference in A between bpy complexes is small.
Conclusions
Dependence of the signal period T , the signal amplitude A, and the signal transmission time t st on the kind of metal atoms was discussed taking [L 5 M-BL-ML 5 ] 5+ (M=Fe, Ru, Os, BL=pyrazine, 4,4'-bipyridine, L=NH 3 ) as examples. It was found that the order of t st is Fe(0.6 fs) < Os(0.7 fs) < Ru(1.1 fs) and that of A is Fe(0.05 e) < Os(0.06 e) < Ru(0.10 e) for py complexes. For bpy complexes, t st and A are Fe(1.4 fs) < Os(1.7 fs) < Ru(2.5 fs) and Os(0.11 e) < Ru(0.12 e) < Fe(0.13 e), respectively. Bpy complexes generally have stronger transmission signal but waste longer time than py complexes. Among all complexes, Fe complex with bpy BL shows the best results.
These results can be discussed from overlap integral d LH ′ and energy gap ∆ε HL of molecular orbitals. Complexes with large ∆ε HL have small T . The values of ∆ε HL can be explained from the orbital interaction between M, BL, and L. On the other hand, A can be explained from the asymmetry of frontier orbitals. MOs with large coefficients on M atom tend to be strongly affected by the switch of the input. Therefore, overlap integral d LH ′ tends to be large.
